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In addition to green house gases, reduction of short lived climate forcers - especially black carbon
(BC) emissions has gained more attention as possible measure to limit global warming. To ensure
that most efficient steps are taken, correct input data is needed for BC emissions. Currently there is
a lack of data and e.g. a significant discrepancy exists between BC emission factors used for ships
and what is measured in laboratory. Some emission factors for BC reported in literature [1] are 200900% higher than what are measured in laboratory (Figure 1) although some lower estimates can
also be found [2]. Such large deviations in the emission values can cause significant biases in the
calculation of cost effectiveness of BC emission reduction.
Wärtsilä Vasa 4R32 LN (production year 1995) engine was run with 3 different fuels (LFO, HFO1 and
HFO2) on 5 different steady state load points (100%, 75%, 50% 25% and 10%) at constant speed.
Fuel sulphur levels were <0.05, 0.89 and 2.42 w-% respectively. Filter samples were taken according
to ISO8178 measurement standard and elemental- (EC) and organic carbon (OC) was determined
with Sunset laboratories instrument.

Figure 1 Elemental carbon emissions per fuel burned as a function of engine load with 3 different fuels.

An alternative estimation for BC/EC emission was made with the help of widely used filter smoke
number (FSN) measurement. For diesel engines, there is a correlation curve for FSN and soot (BC)
concentration in exhaust [5]. Assuming fuel consumption of 200g/kWh and specific exhaust flow of
7.5kg/kWh a relation between FSN value and BC/soot emission can be calculated (presented in
poster). As FSN values in our engine tests were below 0.4 with all fuels and loads above 50% load,
the soot/BC emission is lower than 0.2g/kWh. The estimate of emission factors below 0.2g/kWh is in
good agreement with the EC emission factor (Figure 2) although the approach to calculate the
emission is totally different.

In order to get an idea of the specific BC emission level of high efficiency marine diesel engine, a
comparison to high speed vehicle engine specific particulate matter (PM) emission is made (Figure
2). This comparison is justified by the fact that with after-treatment and ultra low sulphur fuel,
vehicle PM consists mainly (>70%) of soot/BC [3] whereas most of the PM emission from marine
medium speed engine running on marine fuel is something else than BC [4]. BC emission
comparison reveals that specific BC emission of medium speed engine at high load are below EURO
IV emission level of heavy duty vehicles. Therefore the common flaw in the mindset that modern
ship engines are high BC emitters should be abandoned. It should be kept in mind that smoke
visibility (opacity) depends highly on the exhaust diameter. With the same black carbon
concentration as in vehicle exhaust, ship plume has significantly higher opacity and visibility.

Figure 2 Comparison of specific BC emission from marine medium speed diesel engine to heavy duty vehicle emission
levels (left) and comparison of smoke visibility as a function of FSN (right).

In the search for best measures to minimize the contribution of shipping to global warming, it should
be kept in mind that oceangoing vessels still use high sulphur fuels, which results in net cooling
effect on climate [6] and this is about to change with the forthcoming global limitations for fuel
sulphur. Additionally, as the chemical analysis of marine medium speed diesel PM reveal that OC/EC
ratio is high and recent peer reviewed report on BC emission by EPA [7] suggests that the mitigation
strategies of PM should focus on BC emission sources having high BC to OC ratio, it is surprising that
ship BC emissions are ranked high in some lists of measures to limit global BC emissions.. Finally it
should be kept in mind that even with the 200-900% overestimated BC emissions, shipping is
responsible only ~2% of global light absorbing carbon emission [1].
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